
Leaving Lockdown Public Debate

Exploring issues of privacy, trust, community, and human rights. 

‘What we learned’ workshop
Tuesday 23rd June 12.30pm – 2pm



Who we are

Independent research and engagement consultancy

Delivering the deliberation 

Independent research organisation focusing on data and AI

Working on the content and providing subject expertise

Independent public participation organisation

Providing challenge and feedback on the process

Online engagement services

Providers of online engagement platform – Engagement HQ



Who’s here

Chair – Diane, independent consultant and associate for Involve

Lockdown Debate participant – Carolyn 

Traverse – Anna, Lucy, Duncan

Ada Lovelace Institute –Reema

Bang The Table – Jonathan

And you! 

Mixture of attendees from central and local government, 
utilities, health – with an interest in public engagement.



Agenda
Time Activity

12.30pm Welcome and introduction

12.40pm Presentations:

• Anna – talking about the overall methodology and process

• Jonathan – talking about the online platform 

• Carolyn – talking about her experience as a participant

1pm (ish) Q&A

1.15pm Break out rooms to discuss:

• Running engagement on a “live” social issue, and feeding into 

immediate policy cycles and needs

1.45pm Plenary feedback

2pm Close



Using zoom

Someone’s name

What are

breakout

rooms? What is Zoom

etiquette?

• Don’t worry about 

children, pets, or 

backgrounds!

• Tell us if there’s a 

problem

• Use the chat 

function for quick 

comments

• Keep muted when 

not speaking

• Raise hands

• Allow everyone 

time to speak



Leaving Lockdown Public Debate

What we learned



Why we did it

>Public input into COVID19 

tech matters

>We couldn’t explore this 

through our usual approach

>We needed to respond in 

an agile way

>We thought it was important 

to listen to the public

>We wanted to experiment

>We wanted to collaborate



Our objectives

1. Influence research content 

2. Generate timely research 
data 

3. Demonstrate that inclusive, 
deliberative research can be 
done online and alongside the 
development of policy 

4. Learn about conducting 
deliberation online, 
asynchronously, and under 
shorter timescales



What we did



Did it work?

Was it inclusive?

Was it deliberative?

Did it work online?

Was it as rapid as policy?



What we learned
A learning experience, concerned with evidence

• Plenary for information-

giving is efficient

• Zoom chat function 

supports inclusion

• Engagement HQ supports 

reflection and relationships

• Circulate materials early

• Use video to share 

information

• More interaction on 

Engagement HQ

Went well Do different



What we learned
Long-form and reflective

• Time between sessions 

supports reflection

• Multiple ways of 

contributing

• Asynchronous activities 

support engagement 

• More time for discussions

• Add a chat forum

• Run telephone interviews

Went well Do different



What we learned
Hearing a diversity of voices

• 28 out of 31 participants 

remained engagement

• Broadly reflective sample

• Process was inclusive –

other than technology 

hiccups

• More locations

• Sampled by affectedness, 

not just 

representativeness

• More support for digital 

on-boarding

Went well Do different



What we learned
Embracing complexity, while exploring consensus

• Focus on values, ideas, 

and questions helped 

underpin discussions

• Use of one example to 

explore broader policy 

questions

• Share emerging findings 

with participants earlier

• Establish way of working 

together on Engagement 

HQ or Google doc

Went well Do different







Engagement HQ

• Private site requiring 
registration

• Key dates, ways of 
working, document, 
FAQs

•Weekly project 
activities



Online activities

• Ideas board

• Journal activities

• Polls

•Q&A



Participant perspective



Questions?



Break-out group discussion

•How do we frame deliberative processes on a 
“live” social issue?

•How can such a process feel into a live policy 
cycle?


